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Source: PEP2020-2040, Department of Energy Sources: International Energy Agency Energy Statistics 



Risks/Threats:

Advantages/Opportunities:



The government’s current goal is to achieve 35% share of renewables in power generation by 2030 and 50% by 2040. 

❑ National Renewable Energy Program 2020-2040

❑The Moratorium on Endorsement of Greenfield Coal-fired Power Projects announced in 2020, reflected in Philippine 

Energy Plan 2020-2040, 

❑ Natural Gas Development Plan 

❑ National Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

❑ EO No.164, s.2022, Adopting a National Position for a Nuclear Energy 

Program, and for Other Purposes

The Government of Philippines is embarking on a 
substantial energy transition agenda



II.POWER SECTOR DECARBONIZATION PATHWAYS 
AND IMPLICATIONS



Decarbonizing the power sector is key to 
energy transition in the Philippines

▪ Business-as-usual (BAU) scenario

▪ Current policy scenario (CPS)

▪ Accelerated decarbonization scenario (ADS

The ADS, with a deep emissions reduction target in 2040, provides useful analytical insights for achieving net

zero emissions in the power sector beyond 2040.



Accelerated decarbonization would result in substantial changes 
in the mix of power generation technologies …

Source: World Bank staff estimates



…and sources of energy
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Source: World Bank staff estimates



System levelized cost of electricity is projected to decline

Source: World Bank staff estimates.
Note: CAPEX = capital expenditure, FOM = fixed operation and maintenance, VOM = variable operation and maintenance, T&D = transmission 
and distribution.



ADS would require a substantial increase in capital 
spending for renewable energy scale-up and integration

Non-discounted cumulative investment by 2040 in 2021 prices:

BAU – US$52 billion CPS – US$57 billion ADS – US$127 billion

Source: World Bank staff estimates



Does accelerated decarbonization make sense?
Comparing the cost of ADS and CPS, 2022-2040, US$ billion present value

CPS ADS DEVIATION CHANGE





Building a foundation for energy transition in the 
next five years


